PHSSL Super Session
SENATE
1 – A Bill to Reduce Carbon Emissions
2 – A Bill to Educate Jurors
3 – A Resolution to Give Student Loan Relief to Graduates Who Work in Public Service
4 – A Resolution to Aid Terminally Ill Adult Patients in Receiving Physician‐Assisted Death
5 – A Resolution to Implement Current Events Curriculum in PA Schools
6 – A Bill to Limit Light Pollution to Protect Astronomical Observation
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A BILL To REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS HERE
ASSEMBLED THAT:
Article I: The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will
choose the top 100 companies that contribute to the total carbon
emissions in the whole United States.
Article II: The Environmental Protection Agency is an independent executive agency ofthe
United States federal government tasked with environmental protection matters. Article III:
This bill shall go into effect 6 months after passage
Article IV: The United States Environmental Protection Agency shall oversee the enforcement
and funding ofthis legislation
A. Upon the passing ofthis legislation, all companies chosen by the EPA will have a checkup
every year in which they show progress ofthem transitioning to renewable energy sources or
reducing their carbon emissions.
B. lfthe company does not comply yearly with proofthat they are reducing their carbon
emissions, they will pay a fine that equates to 5 percent ofthe value ofthe company.
C. All ofthe fine money that is collected will go back into the EPA. Article V: All other laws in
conflict with this new policy shall hereby declared null and void.
Respectfully submitted,
Carlos Buestan
E.L Meyers
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A Resolution To Give Student Loan Relief To Graduates Who Work In Public
Service In The
Pennsylvania High School Speech League
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Whereas

2

College costs have gone up more than 3000% in the past 50 years, while the cost of living has
gone up 482% in the same time frame, and
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Whereas

45 million borrowers owe more than a combined 1.6 trillion dollars, and
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Whereas

Forbes reported that student loan debt is the second highest household debt (with only
mortgage payments higher), and
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Whereas

The majority of jobs in the US now require a four-year degree, and
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Whereas

Women and all people of color are impacted the most by student loan debt, and
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Whereas

The Brookings Institute reports that fewer than 15% of the workforce is public sector.
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Whereas

Those who work in public service make less than those with similar educations who work in the
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private sector according to the Economic Policy Institute, and
Whereas

Fed Chairman Jerome Powell said that student loan debt is holding back our economic growth;
now therefore be it

Resolved by the Congress here assembled that $10,000 a year in public student loans be forgiven for each
year that a graduate works in a public service or in designated non-profit service career.
Be it further resolved that those in public service or in designated non-profit service can get prior credit for
up to two years of service.
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